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Buku ini merupakan buku panduan ......
The Board-Card Game facilitates learning Business Cross Culture and help reinforce and memorize some
particular words across cultures in fun ways. There are 100 cards in one box of the game. There are four
players and one scorer in the games. The aim of the game is to enrich Cross cultural knowledge for
tourists and businessmen. All the players also have to understand the game rules and regulations.
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About the board-card geme
The board-card game entitled A Cross-Cultural
Trip Around the World consists of cards, the game
board, and pawns. For the cards, there are 100 normal
cards, 4 bonus cards, 2 super bonus cards, 4 trap cards,
and 2 super trap cards used in this g:rme. a normal card
means one step forward if the player could answer the
question in the card, but if the player can not answer the
question correcfly, the pawn will remain in the same
box/ position. The bonus card means that the pawn can
have 3 steps forward without answering any qu€stion,
while the super bonus card means that the pawn can have
5 steps forward without answering any question. The
trap card means that the pawn can have 3 steps backward
without answering any question, while the sup€r trap
card means that the pawn can have 5 steps backward
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without answering any question. Further, the game board
has many boxes that the pawn of each player has to go
on their joumey/ trip starting from the start trox until the
finish box. The winner will be the pawn of the player
that could reach the finish box first. Furthermore, there
are 4 different colorful pawns that represent 4 players in
the game. There are 4 players and one facilitator of this
game. The facilitator is given the answer key of the
questions and should also moderate/ lead the game.
based on the answer key grven, the facilitator could
decide whether each playel answer/ response is correct
or not.
Purpose: to enrich cross-cultural knowledge (cognition)
for tourists and businessmen
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Figure 1: the game board of a cross- cultural trip
around the world
Figure 2: kinds of cards of a cross- cultural trip
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Figure 3: cards of a cross- cultural trip (above)
Figure 4: cards ofe cross- cultural trip (back)
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Figure 5: The box ofthe game A Cross-cultural trip
around the world
The game rules
There are four players and one facilitator who participate
in the game.
. All players must not use smart-phones when
playing this game except the facilitators that use
the smart-phones for counting in ten seconds by
using the clock apps.
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The able student could be chosen as the
facilitator
The facilitator duties are moderating the game
and checking the players' answen whaher they
are correct or not. (If the facilitator is not sure the
players' answers, he/ she can ask the teacher- in-
charge)
The facilitator has to make swe that all playen in
the goup understand how to play and are ready
to play the game.
All players play the game by taking turns (in
clockwise direction) to take only one card each
time
if the player can answer it correctly, he/ she can
move one step forward. But if the player can't
a
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answer it or can answer it wrongly, he/ she
remains in hiV her position
If the player can't answer the question correctly,
he/ she can give the card to the next players (in
clockwise direction).
If all the players can't answer the question
correctly, lhe facilitator would explain the correct
answer
There are five kinds of cards - normal, bonus &
super bonus, and trap & super trap. If the card is
normal, the player can move one step forward for
the correct answer. If the card is bonus, the
player can move three steps forwards or the
player can ask another player to move three steps
forwards. If the card is super bonus, the player
can move five steps forwards. If the card is trap,
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the player should move three steps backwards or
can ask another player to move three steps
backwards. If the card is super trap, the player
can move five steps backwards.
If the cards are up but nobody reaches the finish
line, the facilitators can use the whole cards again
by shuffling all cards again.
Each group starts and ends the game by clapping
their hands to enhance thejoy/ fun
The first player that enters or could be over the
finish line would be the winner.
Game Instructions
The facilitator shulfles the cards
The facilitator asks all the players of his/ her
goup to clap their hands to start the game
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aA player takes one card to read by heart first,
then to show it to the other players ofthe group
When the player takes the card, the facilitator
counts in ten seconds by the clock apps of the
smart-phone while the player should give the
correct answer. If the player cant find the correct
answer in ten seconds, the card should be given
to the next player, then the next player has to do
the same way as the previous player does. But if
all players can't find the correct answer, the
facilitator explains the correct answer'
When the game is over' the facililator asks the
players of the group to claP hands'
The first player that enters or could be over the
finish line would be the winner
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